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The One Campus you can mark the Right Ticks in all the boxes

Dayananda Sagar is backed by a Six Decade Legacy in Education & Healthcare
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HIGHLIGHTS
- A 4-decade proven track record
- An Autonomous Institution, affiliated to Vivesvaraya Technological University (VTU), Govt. of Karnataka
- Approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Government of India
- Accredited by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) with A Grade, Govt. of India
- All UG Programmes accredited by National Board of Accreditation (NBA), Govt. of India
- ISO (9001:2015) Certified Institute
- Consistently getting top ranking in NIRF-National Institutional Ranking Framework, Govt. of India
- Best Industry Linked Institution: DSCE is consistently listed in the Gold Category in a national AICTE-CII Survey of Industry-Technical Institutes
- DSCE students are consistently getting maximum VTU Ranks
- DSCE has 125+ PhD qualified Professors with rich Industry and academic experience and global exposure
- Industry driven curriculum: Curriculum is designed with inputs from stake holders to meet the emerging needs of Industry
- Students receive value inputs through industry recognized certified programs & trainings
- MOUs with FKCCI, Cisco, TCS, TOYOTA, AUTOMATION ANYWHERE, AUTODESK, NASCOM, NOKIA SOLUTIONS, CSIR-NIL, GENEXX, KSSA- GDK, BOSCH, BMW, GE IT, Wipro, INFOSYS CAMPUS CONNECT, SAMSUNG R&D, UNYSYS INNOVATION LABS, EMC2, BIZDEE, SIEMENS HEALTHCARE, HUAWEI CUBA & many more companies to strengthen industry institution interactions.
- Grants close to Rs 4 Crores funded by ISRO, DST, DBT, DRDO, AICTE among others
- DSCE has 20 research centers recognized by VTU and 180+ research Scholars are engaged in research
- 100% Placements in reputed companies for all eligible students; over 200 companies visit for campus every year
- Highest salary offered Rs 20 Lakhs per annum
- WIFI campus with IT connectivity & e-class rooms
- Separate hostel for boys and girls

SPECIAL FEATURES
- Students are trained in unique industry labs of Volvo, Bosch, Texas Instruments, Autodesk, Alta
- IEDC Center catering to entrepreneurial activities of the students
- Clubs, Professional Society-Student Chapters, Innovation Labs provide students opportunity to hone their skills.
- DSCE enjoys the distinction to corner all major sporting events at the VTU sports competitions
- Centre for Innovation & Leadership in DSCE provides pre-placement training in soft skills, CV Writing, Aptitude Assessment, Mock interviews, Group Discussion etc.,
- Center for Performing Arts for student cultural activities
- Students are constantly exposed to Industry consulates, hands-on training, workshops, industry visits, internships, supported by Industry updated curriculum to meet industry demands.

Academic Programs:

Under Graduation Programs - Engineering: BE
- Aeronautical Engineering
- Automobile Engineering
- Biotechnology
- Computer Science & Engineering
- Electrical & Electronics Engineering
- Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering
- Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
- Industrial Engineering & Management
- Medical Electronics Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Electronics & Communications Engineering
- Information Science & Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

Post-Graduation Programs - Engineering: M Tech
- Computer Network Engineering
- Structural Engineering
- Highway Technology
- Power Electronics
- VLSI Design and Embedded System
- Digital Electronics & Communication Systems
- Micro Electronics and Control System
- Computer Science and Engineering
- Design Engineering
- Computer Integrated Manufacturing
- Digital Communication and Networking

MBA / MCA
- Master of Business Administration (MBA)
- Masters in Computer Application (MCA)